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Abstract. Quality of Internet health information is essential because it has the 
potential to benefit or harm a large number of people and it is therefore essential to 
provide consumers with some tools to aid them in assessing the nature of the 
information they are accessing and how they should use it without jeopardizing their 
relationship with their doctor. Organizations around the world are working on 
establishing standards of quality in the accreditation of health-related web content. For 
the full success of these initiatives, they must be equipped with technologies that 
enable the automation of the rating process and allow the continuous monitoring of 
labeled web sites alerting the labeling agency. In this paper we describe the European 
project MedIEQ that integrates the efforts of relevant organizations on medical quality 
labelling, multilingual information retrieval and extraction and semantic resources, 
from six different European countries (Spain, Germany, Greece, Finland, Czech 
Republic and Switzerland). The main objectives of MedIEQ are: first, to develop a 
scheme for the quality labelling of medical web content and provide the tools 
supporting the creation, maintenance and access of labelling data according to this 
scheme and second, to specify a methodology for the content analysis of medical web 
sites according to the MedIEQ scheme and develop the tools that will implement it. 
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Introduction 

 
The number of health information web sites and online services is increasing day by day. It is 
known that the quality of these web sites is very variable and difficult to assess; we can find web 
sites published by government institutions, consumer and scientific organisations, patients 
associations, personal sites, health provider institutions, commercial sites, etc.[1] On the other 
hand, patients continue to find new ways of reaching health information and their physicians and 
more than four out of ten health information seekers say the material they find affect their 
decisions about their health itself.[2,3] Health information consumers, such as the patients and 
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the general public, cannot assess themselves of the good quality of the information because of 
they are not always familiar with the medical domain and vocabulary.[4] 

Although there are divergent opinions about the need for accreditation of health Web sites 
and adoption by Internet users, [5] different organizations around the world are working on 
establishing standards of quality in the accreditation of health-related web content.[1, 6-12]  

 
The European Council in 2000 supported an initiative within eEurope 2002 to develop a 

core set of Quality Criteria for Health Related Websites. The specific aim was to draw up a 
commonly agreed set of simple quality criteria on which Member States, as well as public and 
private bodies, may draw in the development of quality initiatives for health related websites. 
These criteria should be applied in addition to relevant Community law. As a result, a core set of 
quality criteria was established. The criteria may be used as a basis in the development of user 
guides, voluntary codes of conduct, trust marks, accreditation systems, or any other initiative 
adopted by relevant parties, at European, national, regional or organisational level. By using a 
common set of criteria as a starting point, such initiatives can develop in a focused manner across 
the European Union. [13] 

There are three major mechanisms in medical quality labelling. The first one is based on 
third party rating where the web site is assessed by a labelling agency, in terms of certain 
labelling criteria, and is asked to make some changes to get the accreditation label which then it 
is added onto the web site. The second one examines medical web sites in specific thematic 
areas, characterizes them against certain criteria, filters some of them based on their 
characterization, and organizes the rest into web directories to facilitate access by health 
information consumers. The third mechanism is based on self-adherence to some codes of 
conduct or ethics that is nothing more than a claim or a pledge with little enforceability. [14] 

On the other hand, the current Web is based on HTML (hypertext mark-up language), which 
specifies how to layout a web page for human readers. HTML as such cannot be exploited by 
information retrieval techniques to improve results, which thus to rely on the words that form the 
content of the page. This “current web” must evolve in the next years, from an human-
understandable information, to a global knowledge repository, where the information should be 
machine-readable and directly processed by computers, enabling the use of advanced knowledge 
management technologies.[15] This change is based on Semantic Web technologies. The 
Semantic Web is "an extension of the current web in which information is given well-defined 
meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation" based in metadata. [16]  
We can think of it as being an efficient way of representing data on the World Wide Web, or as a 
globally linked database.[17] These metadata can be expressed in different ways as the Resource 
Description Framework (RDF) language. RDF, developed under the auspices of the World Wide 
Web Consortium (W3C), [18] is the standard language for representing information about 
resources in the World Wide Web. It is particularly intended for representing metadata about 
Web resources, such as the title, author, and modification date of a Web page, copyright and 
licensing information about a Web document, or the availability schedule for some shared 
resource.[19] RDF defines a simple, yet powerful model for describing resources. 

Thus the choice of appropriate evaluation criteria as well as the development of tools to 
support the labelling process (retrieval of unlabeled web sites, monitoring of labeled web sites) 
are both crucial and challenging. [20] 
 
 
1. MedIEQ project 

MedIEQ [21] continues the work of previous projects in the area of medical quality labeling 
(MedCERTAIN,[22] MedCIRCLE [10] and WRAPIN [23]) and quality labelling standards 
(QUATRO [24]). MedCERTAIN (MedPICS Certification and Rating of Trustworthy Health 
Information on the net) and MedCIRCLE (Collaboration for Internet Rating, Certification, 
Labelling and Evaluation of Health Information on the World-Wide-Web) were some projects 
that established a third-party rating systems to select high quality information medical websites 
on the Internet. These systems used a metadata language (HIDDEL: Health Information 



Disclosure, Description and Evaluation Language) which allows expression of descriptive and 
evaluative annotations in RDF. [25] WRAPIN (Worldwide online Reliable Advice to Patient and 
Individuals) was another project that its main objective was to make available a tool to determine 
information quality by automatically checking a document against matching sources from 
databases of known quality. The QUATRO project (Quality Assurance and Content Description) 
is a platform that applies semantic web technologies to trust mark schemes and quality labels. 
[26]  
The overall objective of MedIEQ is to advance current medical quality labelling technology, 
drawing on past and original research in the area. The implementation of this objective will be 
based on the realisation of the following more specific objectives: 

1. Develop a scheme for the quality labelling of medical web content and provide the tools 
supporting the creation, maintenance and access of labelling data according to this scheme; 

2. Specify a methodology for the content analysis of medical web sites according to the MedIEQ 
scheme and develop the tools that will implement it; 

3. Specify a methodology and develop the tools for the creation and maintenance of the 
multilingual resources that will support content analysis in medical web sites;  

4. Integrate the above technologies into a prototype labelling system implemented using an open 
architecture; 

5. Demonstrate the resulting prototype in 7 different languages and two labelling applications 
(third party accreditation and classification).  

 
 

2. MediEQ tools 
 

MedIEQ will examine two major mechanisms in medical quality labelling which are currently 
being used by the medical quality labelling agencies participating in the project:  Web Médica 
Acreditada (WMA) and the Agency for Quality in Medicine (AQuMED). WMA is based on 
third party rating and grants the websites a quality seal. AQuMED filters quality websites and 
organizes them into directories. 

  
In the case of WMA, the accreditation process is as follows: [1] 
1. The person in charge of a website sends a (voluntary) request to the WMA website in order to 

begin the process. Using the online application form, the person in charge provides certain 
information for the WMA and auto-checks the WMA criteria (based on the Code of Conduct 
and the Ethical Code) (step/level1) to express acceptance of these recommendations; 

2. The Standing Committee assesses the website based on the WMA criteria (step/level 
2/ medical expert); 

3. WMA sends a report to the person in charge, who implements the recommendations; 
4. When the recommendations are implemented, it is possible to obtain the seal of approval and 

WMA sends an html seal code to be posted on the accredited website, as well as adding its 
name and URL to the index of accredited websites. 

 
In the case of AQuMED the medical websites are selected according to some criteria of 

Health on the Net Code [5] and classified in four categories: treatment information, background 
information, self-help and counselling organisations and finally medical organizations. After 
that, the treatment information are evaluated according to DISCERN guidelines [26] and with 
CHECK-IN instrument 
(http://www.patienteninformation.de/content/informationsqualitaet/download/check _in.pdf). 
Patients have access to this information through the website http://www.patienten-
information.de/.  

MedIEQ aims to tackle the main problem of current medical quality labelling mechanisms, 
that is, the need for a continuous review and control of the accredited or filtered medical web 
sites, a process that requires a huge amount of human effort. To achieve this, MedIEQ integrates 



the efforts of relevant organizations on medical quality labelling, multilingual information 
retrieval and extraction mechanisms and semantic resources from six different European 
countries (Spain, Germany, Greece, Finland, Czech Republic and Switzerland).  

The labelling system must involve components for the following tasks (see Figure 1): 
- Crawling: crawl the Web to locate interesting web sites. 
- Spidering: Each Web page visited is evaluated, in order to decide whether it is really 

relevant to the topic (that is the labelling criteria), and its hyperlinks are scored in order 
to decide whether they are likely to lead to useful pages. Thus, a score-sorted queue of 
hyperlinks is constructed, which guides the retrieval of new pages. The spidering tool 
consists of three components: site navigation, page classification and link scoring [28]. 

- Information extraction: The pages retrieved by the spidering component are processed 
in order to locate and extract useful facts, that is, facts   relevant to the labelling 
criteria. For instance, in a contact page, we are looking for entities such as organization 
name, person name, medical specialty, an e-mail address, etc. Based on the entities 
retrieved, certain key phrases, the page layout, we locate the part of the page that 
contains the information we are looking for. This is a well-known web information 
extraction task, which requires the combination of technology on web wrappers and 
language technology [28]. 

- Data storage: The extracted information is stored in a database according to the 
specification of the medical quality labeling schema. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. MedIEQ architecture using semantic web resources and label authorities. 
The processes of continuous review and control of medical web sites and locating new 

unlabelled medical web sites are absolutely essential to assure the quality of health knowledge 



disseminated through the Web. We propose the development of a labelling platform that enables 
the development of labelling systems. These systems will assist the work of labelling experts, 
thus increasing the number of labelled medical sites and improving their monitoring. [20] 

In the case of WMA, the application of the platform tools concerns the constant monitoring 
of already labelled medical web sites comparing newly extracted information from the site pages 
against the data stored in the labelling operator database. Taking into account the steps of the 
WMA labelling process these will be supported by the labelling systems in the following ways: 

- Every time a new request arrives to WMA, the labelling system is invoked in order to 
collect an initial set of data from the corresponding web site. The type of data collected 
(they will vary according to the request type) will be stored in a separate database in 
order to be used by the WMA standing committee. 

- After the site owner informs WMA that any committee recommendations have been 
implemented, the labelling system is invoked to examine the corresponding updates. 
The system outcome is again stored in order to be used by the labelling experts in 
WMA, who will decide whether the specific site will be labelled or not. 

- After the site gets the WMA label, the system will be invoked periodically to examine 
whether any changes occurred, in terms of the labelling criteria. Depending on the 
change, the system can alert WMA, thus facilitating the review process.[20] 

In the case of AQuMED, the application of the platform tools concerns the identification of 
new medical web sites, in specific thematic areas, their characterization, the filtering of some of 
them based on their characterization, and their organization into web directories. Taking into 
account the steps of the AQuMED labelling process, these will be supported by the labelling 
systems in the following ways: 

- A focused web crawler will be trained to locate medical web sites for specific subjects. 
- Every time a new web site is retrieved, the labelling system will examine it against 

AQuMED criteria and store the data collected in a data base separate from the data 
base storing the meta-data of the AQuMED web directories. 

- In case the labelling system has to re-examine an already characterized web site, it 
checks first whether the previously collected meta-data are still valid and in case 
changes occurred it updates the data collected in the data base, alerting the labelling 
expert. 

- The sites that do not meet certain criteria are filtered and their data are stored 
separately in order to be examined by the labelling expert who will take the final 
decision on adding, excluding or withdrawing a site from the directory. 

- The labelling system operates periodically in order to locate new web sites or update 
the data on existing ones.[20] 

 
 
3. Conclusions 
 
Since the number of medical websites as well as the patient interest for this information grow it 
is necessary to find some mechanisms to guarantee and control the quality of them. 

The main problem that these mechanisms face is the need for a continuous review and 
control of the accredited or classified web sites that means a huge amount of human effort. 
WMA, as third-party accreditation system, for instance, periodically reviews manually the 
accredited web sites to renew the quality label. On the other hand, in AQuMED, as filtering and 
rating system, website directories are periodically updated due to the addition of new sites and 
changes in the characterization of the already visited ones. 

Up to now there is not working a standard RDF schema for medical web sites. MedIEQ will 
put forward a specific medical metadata vocabulary, making use of the experience in previous 
projects in this area, the EC Quality Criteria for Health Related Websites, [13] the W3C 
standards as the RDF Content labels schema [29] that is developed in QUATRO, and other 
standardized vocabularies as the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative [30] and FOAF project.[31] On 
the other hand, previous initiatives didn’t use spidering tools technologies that enable the 



automation of the rating process, such as information extraction techniques that allow the 
continuous monitoring of labeled web sites alerting the labeling agencies (LA) in case some 
changes occur against the labeling criteria, alerting experts the sites content is updated against 
the quality criteria, thus facilitating the work of medical quality labeling agencies. [28] 

The resulting technology presented by MedIEQ is expected to have a significant impact on 
medical quality labelling assisting the work of labelling experts, increasing the number of 
labelled medical sites across Europe and their effective monitoring, and thus improving the 
quality health knowledge disseminated through the Web. 
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